MFL (French) Skills Grid
Below are some activities to support your child in developing key skills in modern foreign
languages At Owston Park Primary Academy, we learn French.
Year 3
Practise counting to 10 in French.

Introduce yourself to a family member

Find some objects that are different

Can you play a game of Lotto (Bingo)

in French. Tell them your name and ask

colours – can you say these colours in

using the French numbers?

them theirs.

French?

Can you find a song to help you learn

Can you find a song to help you learn

When you go shopping, look out for

the days of the week in French? Here is

the months of the year in French? Here

a good one:

is a good one:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lpwf5N0rfVE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_u2SigckNQ

the fruit section. Can you name any of
the fruits in French?

Year 4
Practise counting to 20 in French.

Can you find a song to help you learn

Can you use your knowledge of French

Can you play a game of Lotto (Bingo)

the French alphabet? Here is a good

colours to put describe something?

one:

Write some sentences using the colours

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LYy3P2okyw

as an adjective. For example: Le table

using the French numbers?

bleu (the blue table)
What have you eaten today?

What season is it at the moment? Can

Can you write a menu in French?

you describe the weather in French?
Keep a diary of the weather for a few
days.

Can you have a French conversation
with someone about their hobbies? Tell
them yours and ask them theirs.

Year 5
Practise counting to 100 in French.

Draw a picture of you and your

When you are practising telling the time

Can you play a game of Lotto (Bingo)

family. Can you label the family

for your Maths lessons, can you tell

using the French numbers?

members in French? Maybe you could

the time in French too? Watch this video

write one sentence about them too.

to help you:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hz2gOqBF_kI

Practise asking for directions in French

Can you name the school subjects in

Draw a map of a town (or design

French? Make a weekly timetable which

your own town).

includes the days of the week and your

Can you label the places in the town in

lessons for each day.

French? (train station, hotel, hospital…)

map of the town to help!

Practise counting to 100 in French

Draw a picture of your house. Can you

When you are practising telling the time

(knowledge from Year 5).

label the household items in French?

for your Maths lessons, can you tell

Can you play a game of Lotto (Bingo)

Which room are they in?

the time in French too? (knowledge from

with someone. Can you ask and give
directions? Maybe you could use your

Year 6

using the French numbers?

Year 5) Watch this video to help you:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hz2gOqBF_kI

Draw a picture of yourself. What are

Can you find out about the French

you wearing? Can you label the items

names for countries? Look at a map of

of clothing in French? Perhaps you

the world and label the countries in

could even add a French adjective too!

French. This might help you:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_uyiO-GD_j4

Imagine that you are going on
holiday. What do you need to do
before you go? Which places will you
visit on your journey? Watch this video
to help:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-cfPOyJpXk

Key websites to help your child:
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-2/subjects/french

